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Abstract:
Vibration problems are still the major constraint in modern machining processes that seek higher
material removal rate, shorter process time, longer tool life and better product quality. Depending
on the process, the weaker structure element can be the tool/tool holder, workpiece/fixture or both.
When the tool/tool holder is the main source of vibration, the stability limit is determined in most
cases by the ratio of length-to-diameter. Regenerative chatter is the most significant dynamic
phenomenon generated through the interaction between machine tool and machining process. As a
rule of thumb, the ratio between the tool’s overhang length and the tool’s diameter shouldn’t
exceed 4 to maintain a stable machining process while using a conventional machining tool. While a
longer tool overhang is needed for specific machining operations, vibration damping solutions are
required to ensure a stable machining process. Vibration damping solutions include both active and
passive damping solutions. In the passive damping solutions, damping medium such as viscoelastic
material is used to transform the vibration strain energy into heat and thereby reduce vibration
amplitude. For a typical cantilever tool, the highest oscillation displacement is near the anti-node
regions of a vibration mode and the highest oscillation strain energy is concentrated at the node of a
vibration mode. Viscoelastic materials have been successfully applied in these regions to exhibit their
damping property. The node region of the 1st bending mode is at the joint interfaces where the
cantilever tools are clamped. In this thesis, the general method that can be used to measure and
characterize the joint interface stiffness and damping properties is developed and improved, joint
interfaces’ importance at optimizing the dynamic stiffness of the joint interface is studied, and a
novel advancing material that is designed to possess both high Young’s modulus and high damping
property is introduced. In the joint interface characterization model, a method that can measure the
joint interface’s stiffness and damping over the full frequency range with only the assembled
structure is presented. With the influence of a joint interface’s normal pressure on its stiffness and
damping, an optimized joint interface normal pressure is selected for delivering a stable machining
process against chatter with a boring bar setting at 6.5 times overhang length to diameter ratio in an
internal turning process. The novel advancing material utilizes the carbon nano particles mixed in a
metal matrix, and it can deliver both high damping property and high elastic stiffness to the
mechanical structure.
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Chapter 1: Background and Introduction
1.1 The trend of reducing vibrations in the machining process
‘’The development within production engineering is accompanied by increasing quality requirements
of the produced workpieces. In addition to the product-related high-quality features such as the
shape, dimensional tolerances and surface qualities, the effectiveness and controllability of the
manufacturing process are relevant factors. As a result of intense development work of the cutting
edge, the capability of the cutting tools has been increased considerably. Seen as a whole, the
machine, cutting tool, and workpiece form a structural system having complicated dynamic
characteristics. Under certain conditions vibrations of the structural system may occur’’ stated by Nils
Aksel Ruud, Roald Karlsen, Knut Sweby and Christer Richt in ‘Minimizing vibration tendencies in
machining’ in 2003 [1].
Vibrations in the machining process can come from various sources mainly divided into three
categories:




Free vibration or forced vibration induced by the machining process itself
Shop floor environment surroundings
Regenerative chatter

Forced vibration is caused by the intermediate tool and workpiece contact and is determined by the
machining process itself. Vibration can also come from the shop floor surroundings such as the rotary
motors and external machine structures. Regenerative chatter is caused by the relative displacement
between the tool and workpiece, and determined by resonance modes of the mechanical structures.
Regenerative chatter is one of the most complicate problems in the machining process.
A study carried out by Nils et al. [1] compared conventional boring bars and damped boring bars in
an internal turning process for their performance against vibrations. The damping technique for the
damped tools they used is the tuned oil dampers embedded in the tool shank [2]. While specifically
designing the oil dampers for different tool overhang length, the comparison of machining
performance results are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1, comparison of surface finish and productivity with conventional tools and special tuned oil damper embedded
tools at different overhang length.

In Figure 1, it is clearly shown that while long overhang tools are needed for machining, special
damping treatment must be utilized to reduce vibration, and each boring bar has its own
performance range determined by the length to diameter ratio [1].

1.2 Joints definition and the importance of joints for robust design
Joints are defined by two classifications according to P.D. William and C. Whiting [3]:
•

A place or part where two or more things are connected (structural classification)

•

A way in which two or more things are connected (functional classification)

In mechanical structures, joints do not only make connections between parts, but also satisfy the
kinematic and mechanic requirements.
Designing mechanical structures usually requires the maximum static stiffness to minimize the
deflection of the structure. This assures that the dimensions and geometries of the manufactured
components are within the specifications. When the dynamic vibration problem occurs, high
damping property of the mechanical structure is needed. While joint components are introduced in
the assembly of the machine tool’s structure, joint interface is introduced at the same time. The joint
interface usually decreases static stiffness and increases damping of the mechanical structure [4].
Joints can trade-off between mechanical structure’s dynamic stiffness and static stiffness.
While a mechanical structure is oscillating, the anti-node regions have the highest displacement
amplitude, and the node regions have the highest strain energy [5]. For example, the oscillation
strain energy of an oscillating cantilever tool in bending mode is concentrated at the clamping end of
the tool. It is shown in Figure 2 that while a tool is oscillating at the 1st bending mode, the strain
energy density is maximum at the tool’s clamping end (node regions where the joint interface is).
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Figure 2, vibration strain energy distribution and displacement field of a typical boring bar clamped in a fixture oscillating at
natural frequency

The research work done by C. Andrew et al. in 1967 [6] specifically studied the joint interface’s
stiffness and damping while changing the jointed surface quality, pre-load, under dry condition and
oil filled condition. The results they obtained show that the joint interface’s dynamic stiffness is
frequency independent and the energy dissipation is not measurable. The stiffness is primarily a
function of preload and surface finish. While oil is introduced in the joint interface, a quadrature
stiffness component arises and is accompanied by an increase in the ‘in-phase’ stiffness component.
The magnitudes of the oil film stiffness components decrease sharply with an increase in the
effective oil film thickness, which is governed primarily by the surface roughness. They increase with
oil viscosity, the apparent joint area and the frequency of vibration, and represent a potentially
valuable source of vibration damping in mechanical structures.
A joint interface’s stiffness and damping are both dependent on the joint interface’s normal pressure
and frequency [4]. Xueliang Zhang et al. [7] and Kartal M.E et al. [8] clearly illustrated the joint
stiffness and damping dependency on normal pressure of the joint interface. Increasing the dynamic
tangential load on the joints will lead to a gradual decrease in the joint stiffness and an increase in
the joint damping. The relationship between the joint interface’s normal pressure and its dynamic
properties can be summarized in Figure 3:
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Figure 3, a typical trade-off curve for the joint interface’s dynamic stiffness and joint interface normal pressure

1.3 Methods to reduce vibrations in the machining processes
In order to overcome the shortage of tooling system performance against vibration in turning
operations, process parameters are usually sub-optimized and common actions include:








Change the spindle speed towards a stable region [9]
Adjust the cutting speed to incorporate more process damping [10]
Shorten the tool overhang length [11]
Reduce the nose radius of the inserts [12]
Increase the rake face angle of the cutting edge [13]
Reduce the depth of cut to perform the machining process under the stability limit [14]
Increase the feed rate to reduce the tool path overlap [15]

In machining processes other than turning, these common actions might not solve the problem at all.
In extreme conditions, these common actions push the machining process parameters towards the
limit that the machining process should not exceed. Researchers are trying to enhance the
structure’s performance against vibration through increasing the machining process’s damping
capacity and increasing the minimum real negative part of the cross transfer functions. Two main
categories of damping methods are named active damping method [16] and passive damping
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method [17]. Both of these two methods improve the machining process stability through improving
the frequency response function of the structures.
The active damping method utilizes the piezo-electric materials and applies a compensating force at
the exact vibration frequency, and suppresses the vibration [18]. The passive damping method uses
the vibration damping property mainly from three different sources:




High damping materials
Joint interface damping
Machining process damping

Damping treatment utilizes the high damping material in two main different ways:
1. Constrained layer damping application [17]
2. Tuned dampers application [19]
One widely used damping material is the viscoelastic material, which possesses a high damping
property and is easy to adapt to structures [20]. The constrained layer damping treatment applies
the high damping material in the regions where oscillation strain energy is concentrated [5, 17]. The
tuned dampers transfer the vibration energy to extra features on the structure and thus reduce the
vibration energy of the component under concern. There are also some other methods that are
applied to suppress tool vibration in machining, such as using magneto rheological fluid [21] while
controlling input current to the fluid to increase the stiffness and damping.
The damping capacity of a mechanical structure can come both from the structure materials’
damping property and structure’s joint interfaces’ damping property. Joints such as bolted screws in
machine structures tend to partially lose the static stiffness in comparison to the condition of making
the two parts as one single unit [4]. The benefit for dynamic stiffness of applying such interfaces in
machine structures is the damping effect in the contact area. The contact preload on the mating
surfaces affects both the static stiffness of the interface and damping of the interface [4, 22].
Process damping makes use of the surface waves’ slope and curvature to exert a damping force to
the vibrating structure in the form of friction [10]. The ploughing forces arise due to the indentation
of the tool into the workpiece material’s surface undulations. The Coulomb friction force caused by
the ploughing force introduces the damping force to the machining system on the tool insert’s flank
face and ware portion [23].

1.4 Scope of study
The scope of study in this thesis is focused to the effects of joint interface on machining system
vibration.
The modular design concept leads the design of machine structures towards a stage where it is
expected that the mechanical structure’s behavior will be predicted in the design phase. Joint
stiffness is important for modular design, because of the complicate behavior in the joint interfaces
that makes the prediction task more difficult.
In order to characterize the joint stiffness and damping, the common approach is to use the method
of sub-structuring [24]. In the substructure approach, the basic steps include:
5

1. Measure the substructures’ FRFs(frequency response functions)
2. Measure the assembled structure FRFs
3. Using the difference between these two sets of FRFs and calculate the joint interface
stiffness and damping
Under some circumstances, the measurement of FRFs at specific points near the joint interfaces is
not possible for practical reasons, then a Finite Element Model is used to provide the missing FRFs
based on estimation and assist the characterization process [25]. The question then arises if the
Finite Element Model provides the accurate FRFs for analysis. In reality, the substructures’ FRFs
might not be easy to acquire, and only the assembled structure is available for characterization of the
joint interface. It is then critical to obtain the joint interface properties only with FRFs measured from
the assembled structures.
While characterizing the joints’ stiffness and damping properties, most of the researchers were trying
to identify the joint stiffness and damping as one single value to achieve good accordance between
the measured data and simulated data [24, 26]. In the content of this paper, it is a question mark
whether or not the joints should be modeled as single value stiffness and damping.
There are usually two approaches to adapting the joints’ dynamic properties to machine structure
behaviors:



adjust the joints’ pre-loading (normal pressure)
introduce advancing materials with high damping in the interface

In the 1st case, high pre-loading can deliver higher static stiffness with the contact, at the risks of
plastic deformation from the clamped object and low damping property. M. Rahman [27] studied the
clamping effect while turning a cylindrical workpiece. This study has indicated that the clamping
pressure is important for obtaining correct workpiece geometry and suppressing chatter during the
machining process. H. Åkesson [28] also observed that the clamping interface’s normal pressure on a
cutting tool affects the ultimate FRFs of the tool. However, the direct effect of the joint interface’s
normal pressure on the machining process stability hasn’t yet been fully explored.
In the 2nd case, advancing materials that possess a high damping property, and can transform the
vibration strain energy into other forms (ex. heat) of energy, are used for suppressing chatter.
Materials, which possess high capability of transforming the vibration strain energy into heat,
include:





High damping alloy (shape memory alloys, ferromagnetic alloys, etc…) [29]
High damping metals [30]
Viscoelastic polymers [20]
Carbon nano tubes/composites mixed in matrix material [31] etc.

Viscoelastic materials are the most widely used materials in the automotive industry to reduce
vibrations [32]. L. Daghini et al. [17] applied the viscoelastic materials on the shaft of a turning tool in
the clamping end, and improved the tool performance against vibration during the machining
process. Due to their temperature dependency and the frequency dependency of their storage
modulus and loss modulus, the viscoelastic materials are utilized in limited applications in
manufacturing processes [33].
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Carbon nano tubes/composites are mixed in resin and other types of materials to enhance both the
storage modulus and loss modulus [34-36]. This is due to the ultra high elastic modulus [37, 38] of
the carbon nanotubes and the interfacial slippage (also called stick-slip effect) phenomenon that
enhances the damping property [35, 39].
Manufacturing methods that are used to produce the carbon nano composites mixed in various
types of matrix includes:





Sol-gel method [40]
Powder metallurgy [41]
Electro deposition [42]
Thermal spraying [43]

High temperature and thermal residual stress are the main obstacles to producing carbon nano
composites mixed in metal matrix. In order to enhance a material’s damping property, the boundary
surface between different domains inside the material has to be optimized both for its area and its
friction property.
A method that allows wide production operation parameter ranges is being investigated, to make
such a material that both its damping and Young’s modulus are optimized at the same time.

1.5 Research questions and hypotheses
1.5.1 Research questions
The research question addressed in this thesis is as follows:
1. What are the sufficient data sets that can characterize a joint interface’s stiffness and
damping?
2. How should the joint interface’s mechanic properties be characterized? Should it be modeled
as a single value stiffness and damping or should it be a frequency dependent stiffness and
damping?
3. How does joint interface’s pre-loading affect machining process stability?
4. What is the contribution of novel carbon nano composite materials for suppressing vibration
problems during machining?
1.5.2 Hypotheses
Hypotheses along with the research question are as follows:
1. FRF sets measured from assembled structures are sufficient for characterizing joint
interface’s dynamic properties.
2. The joint interface’s stiffness and damping values should be modeled as frequency and
normal pressure dependent.
3. The joint interface’s pre-loading plays a vital role in machining process stability.
4. Novel carbon nano composite materials designed with high Young’s modulus and damping
property can be used in the joint interface to improve machining process stability.
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Chapter 2: Chatter theory
2.1 Calculating the stability lobes diagram
Regenerative chatter in the machining process is caused by the relative movement between the tool
and the workpiece [44]. The cross transfer functions of the tool and workpiece determine at which
frequency the chatter is most likely to occur. The chatter stability diagram theory developed by
Tobias et al. [45] illustrated the regenerative chatter as originating from the overlapping part of the
cutting zone between the previous tool pass and the current tool pass.

Figure 4, systematic description of the interaction between machining process and mechanical structure

The structure’s behavior under cyclic loading can be expressed as:
(2.1)
The cutting force can be expressed as:
(2.2)
Where
represents the change in depth of cut,
represents the slope and curvature of the
surface waves,
represents the changes in rotation speed, and ,
,
are the coefficients
accordingly.
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Figure 5, the regeneration process [46]

The instant chip thickness can be expressed as:
h(t)=y(t-T)-y(t)+h0

(2.3)

T is the time needed for one full rotation of the workpiece in the case shown as Figure 5, i.e.
( is the rotation speed).
Y. Altintas et al. [10] developed the expression for surface waves’ slope and curvature as:
(2.4)
where V is the cutting speed, is the velocity dependent cutting force coefficient, and
acceleration dependent cutting force coefficient.

is the

The instant cutting force exerted by the chip thickness can be expressed as:
(2.5)
is the workpiece material’s cutting coefficient, and

is the width of cut.

The previous tool pass oscillation and the current tool pass oscillation decide the instant cutting force
and oscillation, and is called the ‘’regenerative’’ phenomenon.
M.M. Nigm et al. [47] and Y. Altintas et al. [48] described the overlapping factor with µ and the full
equation is expressed in equation (2.3), while rotation speed change equals to zero (
).
Equation (2.1) can be written as:
9

(2.6)
where

is the cutting width (in turning operations,

is the depth of cut ).

The overlapping factor ranges from 0 (such as in a threading operation) to 1 (such as in a plunge
cutting operation).
If

, then:

(2.7)

Since

, then:

(2.8)

Imaginary part of equation (2.11) can be extracted
(2.9)

Remove

and separate

and

in the imaginary part, we can have:

(2.10)

In order to make equation (2.10) true, the following conditions must be met:
(2.11a)
(2.11b)

Equations (2.11a) and (2.11b) can be transformed to equations (2.15) as follows:
(2.12a)
(2.12b)

For a fixed spindle speed , the unknowns chatter frequency ( ) and cutting stiffness (
calculated while solving equations (2.12a) and (2.12b).
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) can be

In equation (2.12b), the term

is the so called elastic structure damping (

is the so called process damping (

) and the term

). The summation of these two terms is

the system damping of the machining process.
(2.13)
In order to have a stable machining process, the system damping

must satisfy

.

After the mathematical calculation, a stability lobes diagram is usually obtained to characterize the
cutting stiffness limit as shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6, an example of the stability lobes diagram
The shaded area represents the cutting stiffness that results in un-stable machining condition, and
the rotation speed of the spindle that affects the stability limit [14]. Increasing the structure damping
factor will lift the stability lobes diagram towards higher stability limit and vice versa.

2.2 Calculating the cutting stiffness and cutting depth limit
Equation (2.6) is a time invariant Delay Differential equation (DDE). In Laplace domain
can
be expressed as
. The equation (2.6) can be expressed as (2.14) after the Laplace
transform (
):
(2.14)
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While defining the transfer function of the machining system as:
(2.15)

Equation (2.14) can be transformed as:
(2.16)
Where

.

The poles for the right side of equation (2.16) are the stability limit of depth of cut.
The poles can be calculated as:
(2.17)
While the machining process is oscillating harmonically with chatter frequency
substituted into equation and we have:

,

can be

(2.18)
The critical cutting stiffness is the minimum stability limit determined by the minimum real part of
the transfer function
). The critical cutting stiffness can be expressed as:
(2.19)
While overlapping factor

satisfy

.

(2.20)

(2.21)

Chatter occurs at frequencies where the real part of the transfer function is negative. The chatter
frequency can be either higher or lower than the natural frequency of the structure, depending on
whether or not the negative real part of transfer function lies above or below the natural frequency.
The higher the minimum real part of the transfer function the higher the critical cutting stiffness.
Chatter theory addresses the importance of the cross transfer function [49] of the tool and the
workpiece, especially the real negative part of the cross transfer functions. The relationship between
the spindle speed and chatter frequency decides the number of cycles that excite the vibration.
12

Through adjusting the spindle speed, the machining process can remain stable while performing the
operation at the spindle speeds that are optimized as regarding the stability limit [14]. Figure 6 is an
example that shows the relation between the spindle rotation speed and the stability limit,
discovered by J. Gurney and Tobias [14].
The equation for calculating the stability limit expressed as
equation (2.22) [50]:

(depth of cut limit) is shown as

(2.22)

where (Pa) [51] is the specific cutting force, and Re[G(w)] is the negative real part of the cross
transfer function either from the workpiece or from the tool. The specific cutting force is
dependent on the feed rate, rake face angle, nose radius, cutting speed and so on [52].
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Chapter 3: Model and methodology
3.1 Joint interface stiffness and damping computation model
Different types of joint interfaces have their own properties relating to the structures’ static and
dynamic properties. Common joints include bolt screws, ball bearings, machine guide ways,
clampers, hydraulic bearings, etc. Joint interfaces’ parts are designed to standardize the connections.
The standardization of joint interfaces is a key factor for modular design.
The mostly commonly used joints are the bolted screws. The bolted joints’ stiffness in a mechanical
structure, depends on several parameters, such as the width to diameter ratio (W/D), edge distance
to diameter ratio (E/D), pre-load contact pressure, distribution of the contact pressure, and joint
material [4, 53].
A common question while analyzing mechanical structures is to measure the joint interfaces
mechanical properties. The factors that need to be identified are usually the joint stiffness and joint
damping properties. Joint stiffness and damping do not only depend on the strain-stress relationship,
but also on the strain rate and other factors. The stick slip phenomenon for joint interfaces is mostly
characterized by the non-linear property of the joints.
While the non-linear property of the joint interfaces is neglected, linear joints mainly depend on the
strain rate (frequency). Most of the researchers define the joint interfaces’ properties as one single
value for stiffness and damping, and they reach a very high accordance between the experiment
results and simulated model results [25, 26, 54]. However, the joint interfaces’ properties should be
identified as frequency dependent variables, and to reach a wide range of acceptable accordance
between the experiment results and simulation results, the frequency dependency property of the
joints is the main factor to consider.
A system consists of two components and multiple joints, and can usually be expressed as Figure 7 :

Figure 7, a typical mechanical structure comprising two substructures connected through joints modeled as linear springdamper elements
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In Figure 7, d and e represent the non-jointed domains with shaded color, a and b represent the
jointed areas. The sub-number of a, b, and c represents the number of the joint. K represents the
stiffness of the joint and c represents the viscous damping of the joint. The joints are modeled by
Kelvin-Voigt model.
The conventional way of obtaining the joints’ properties includes the following steps:
1. Measure the substructures FRFs
2. Measure the assembled structures FRFs
3. Calculate the joint properties with the differences
Following these steps, the structure has to be available in both assembled and disassembled
condition, and measured in both states. When the machine structure is installed on a shop floor, this
procedure will require extra efforts to disassemble and re-assemble the machine.
A method that can be applied to measuring the assembled structure in order to obtain information
about the joint interfaces has been developed and presented. The case studies show that the
method is valid and applicable even at the frequency ranges covering the resonance modes.
3.1.1 Mathematic development
The mechanical system in Figure 7 can be illustrated as Figure 8:

K1  i1K1
b1

a1

K2  i2K2

Kd id Kd

b2

a2

K3  i3K3

d a

a3

b

b3

e

Kn  inKn

SS1

Ke  ieKe

SS2
bn

an

Figure 8, a system of two parts connected with joints

In Figure 8, the mechanical system consists of two substructures connected with multiple joints.
Each of the substructures has its own dynamic property determined by the joints between the
substructure and the ground. Instead of using Kelvin-Voigt model, the damping property of the joints
is defined as proportional to the stiffness of the joints.
Using the frequency dependent relation between the displacement and force, i.e. h(w)=X(w)/F(w),
the displacement and force vector for substructure 1 and substructure 2 can be expressed as:
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(3.1)

where

 X a  and  X b  represent

(3.2)
the displacement vectors on the joint interfaces of SS1 (Sub

Structure 1) and SS2 (Sub Structure 2) respectively.

 X d  and  X e  represent the displacement

vectors on the regions other than the joint interfaces i.e. the region “d” and “e” shown in Figure 8.

Fa  and Fd  represent the external force vectors acting on SS1 whereas Fb  and Fe  represent
the external force vectors acting on SS2. The joint forces at the interfaces are given by the vectors

{Fj }1 and {Fj }2 for SS1 and SS2 respectively. The joint forces obey the relationship
{Fj }1  {Fj }2

(3.3)

The relationship between the displacement and force at the joint interfaces can be expressed as:

 X b    X a   [H j ]{Fj }1

(3.4)

where [ H j ] is transfer function of joints and is defined as

(3.5)
Here k1, k2… kn and c1, c2… cn are the spring and damping coefficients respectively as shown in Figure
8.
While the substructures are in the assembled form, the relationship between the displacement
vectors and the external force vectors of the whole structure can be written as:

 X d  [ H ]

  dd
 X a   [ H ad ]


X


b

 [ H bd ]
 X  [ H ed ]
 e  

[ H da ] [ H db ] [ H dc ] Fd 


[ H aa ] [ H ab ] [ H ac ] Fa  


[ H ba ] [ H bb ] [ H bc ] Fb  

[ H ea ] [ H eb ] [ H ee ]  F  
 e 

(3.6)

As shown in [24], by using the method of substructure synthesis, the FRFs of the whole structure in
equation 2.6 can be expressed in terms of FRFs of the substructures and the joint matrix [ H j ] . For
example,

[ H dd ]  [hdd ]  [hda ][ H ]1[had ]
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(3.7a)

[ H aa ]  [haa ]  [haa ][ H ]1[haa ]

(3.7b)

[ Hba ]  [hbb ][ H ]1[haa ]

(3.7c)

(3.7d)
:
:
Where [ H ] is given by:

[ H ]  [haa ]  [hbb ]  [ H j ]
Through the analysis of equations 3.7b, 3.7c, 3.7d, the three unknowns
expressed with the three known parameters that can be measured as follows:

(3.8)
,

and

can be

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

In equation (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11), all the matrices are with dimension of n×n.
While expanding equation (3.9), each of the elements can be expressed as:

(3.12)
Where A represents
, B represents
, and E represents
.

, C represents

, D represents

As the case used in this thesis for preliminary study will model the interface with only one single
joint, the equations (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) can be written as:

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)
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The joint parameter matrix can be expressed as:

(3.16)
where m represents the number of measured frequencies.
The joint interface stiffness and loss factor can be transferred to the joint interface material’s
Young’s modulus and material loss factor following the equations (3.17) and (3.18):
(3.17)

(3.18)
is the stiffness value of the joint.
The validation of the mathematical model includes applying the computation model to a virtual
simulation model and a real experiment object assisted by a virtual simulation.
In the virtual simulation application, the interface material is made of viscoelastic material.
Viscoelastic material is chosen because its Young’s modulus and loss factor is highly dependent on
frequency [20, 33]. Manufacture data sheet (3M) [20] will be used for Young’s modulus and
lossfactor input. After the simulation, the receptance data of the assembled structure is used to
calculate the joint interface stiffness and damping. The calculated joint interface properties are used
to calculate the interface material’s Young’s modulus and lossfactor following (3.13), (3.14), and
(3.15). Finally, a comparison between the calculated materials’ properties (following equations (3.17)
and (3.18)) and manufacturer data is used to verify the validity of the computation model.
In the real experiment, both the virtual finite element simulation and real experiment measurements
will be used. The real experiment will measure the response of an assembled structure. By using the
measured data, interface properties and substructure behavior will be calculated through the
computation model following equations (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15). The 1st comparison will be based
on the interface material’s properties including Young’s modulus and lossfactor. A comparison
between the calculated material’s property (following equations (3.17) and (3.18)) and the data
provided by the manufacturer will be conducted. The calculated interface properties will be used as
the input for a virtual finite element model and a simulation will be conducted. The 2nd comparison
will be between the receptance measurement from the real experiment and the receptance from the
virtual finite element simulation.
3.1.2 Case study I: validation through a virtual finite element model
The first case study applies a virtual finite element simulation model, where two steel plates (SS1 and
SS2) are connected by a viscoelastic material interface ( ). The interface between the bottom plate
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(SS2) and ground is made of another viscoelastic material layer ( refers to
geometry and data acquisition strategy for the simulation is shown in Figure 9.

in Figure 7). The

Figure 9, set up of the simulation model

Following equations (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15),
can be replaced by the FRF measured by exciting
Point 1 and measuring Point 2,
can be replaced by the FRF measured by exciting Point 3 and
measuring Point 4, and
can be represented by exciting Point 1 and measuring Point 4.
3.1.3 Case study II: validation through a real experiment study
In the second case study, a product that has similar features as the geometry in Figure 9 is used;
shown in Figure 10:

Figure 10, the real object used in the validation experiment in case II

In Figure 10, the product is made of three major parts: the lower plate (SS2), viscoelastic material
interface ( ) and a top plate (SS1). The difference between the set up in Figure 9 and Figure 10 is
that, in Figure 10, the viscoelastic material interface ( ) under the bottom plate is replaced by four
bolted joints. Therefore, the joint stiffness value between the lower plate and mounting table cannot
be transferred to a material’s Young’s modulus and loss factor and it should be taken as a thin elastic
layer while validating the computation model through a simulation.
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Detailed information about the methodology developed is available in Paper I attached at the end of
the thesis.

3.2 Improving machining process stability through robust design of the
joints
When a tool is clamped in a joint interface, there is always a minimum static stiffness that has to be
satisfied to ensure that the tool will not rotate or move during a machining process. A conventional
machining process will exert a few hundreds of Newton machining force, and will usually require the
tool clamping interface’s normal pressure to be over the optimized normal pressure.
3.2.1 Set up of the machining experiments
An internal turning process is chosen to study the effect of tooling clamping conditions on machining
process stability.
The machining experiments are based on the fixed cutting speed, which means that the spindle
speed will depend on the internal diameter of the workpiece. This is to eliminate the effect of cutting
speed on specific cutting resistance during the process. At the beginning of the experiments, the
initial spindle speed is chosen to fix the cutting speed at 140m/min as recommended by the supplier
of the inserts. The depth of cut is fixed at 1mm and the feed rate is fixed at 0.2mm/rev. During the
machining process, the spindle speed is increased in increments of 5%, up to a 25% increase. By
doing this, six different spindle speeds were used sequentially to test the machining process stability
on a spindle speed range. During the experiment, the preparation of surface cleaning is not
performed for each of the operations, although the machining process has its own tendency towards
following the previous surface wavelets.
Hydro-fix fixture, provided by Spirex Tools AB [55] is used as the joint component between the tool
and VDI (Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, the Association of German Engineers) tool holder. The contact
surface preload is changed through changing the clamping torque on the screw as shown in Figure
11. A torque wrench is used to control and measure the preload. Three levels of clamping torque are
used as 3Nm, 6Nm, and 9Nm. The minimum clamping torque is based on the criterion that the tool
insert will keep its initial position during the machining operation without moving.

Figure 11, hydrofix and the boring tool
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The machining process parameters are summarized below in Table 1:

internal diameter spindle speed clamping torque
(mm)
(rpm)
(Nm)
46
968-920
3
48
926-930
6
50
890-893
9
52
856-859
3
54
824-827
6
56
795-798
9
58
768-771
3
60
741-745
6
62
717-721
9

Run 1
Run 2
Run 3
Run 4
Run 5
Run 6
Run 7
Run 8
Run 9

Table 1, summary of the machining process parameters

The workpiece is a steel (SS2541, ISO 4340) slot with outer diameter 120mm, inner diameter 40 mm,
and length 170mm. The geometry of the workpiece is maintained in a range that ensures that the
stiffness of the workpiece is higher than that of the internal turning tool, thus eliminate the
possibility of chatter vibration from the workpiece.
In Paper II, attached with this thesis, detailed information of the machining experiment set up is
given.

3.3 Applying advancing damping material in the joint interface
Following equation (2.22):

(2.22)

And the condition of

is stated as:

While the parameters in equation (2.22) except
equation (2.22) can be written as:

are already determined, the stability limit in

(3.19)

min( a p ,lim ) 

1 Ci
( wc  k )
kc *  V
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(3.20)

From equation (3.20), it is clear that increasing the stiffness ( ) and loss factor ( ) of the mechanical
structure, will increase the stability limit (
).
In order to build up a mechanical structure that has both a high static stiffness and a high damping
property, materials possessing high elastic modulus and high damping property are needed. The
efficiency of applying such materials is decided by whether the materials are in the regions where the
vibration strain energy is concentrated. A summary of the current engineering materials with their
elastic modulus and loss modulus is shown in Figure 12:

Figure 12, a summary of the engineering materials with their damping property and elastic modulus [56, 57].

The research work carried out by S.A.Golovin et al. [58, 59] analyzed the damping behavior of cast
iron with different types of carbon inclusions. The results show that the internal friction effect of the
carbon inclusions exhibits the highest levels of energy dissipation while the inclusions are small and
widely distributed (grey cast iron). The study of damping effect with single wall carbon nanotubes
mixed in resin by N.A.Korakta et al. [35, 36, 60] also illustrated that the composite materials’ internal
friction damping is highly related to the internal surface area (areas between different domains) to
volume ratio. J.Suhr et al. [31] especially compared the damping behavior differences between the
inclusion made of single wall carbon nanotubes and multiwall carbon nanotubes. The comparison
reveals that the interface between the carbon nano tubes and matrix material contributes to the
energy dissipation while the composite material is under cyclic strain deformation. The higher
surface area induced by the multi wall carbon nanotubes does not enhance the damping
performance because the internal interface is mostly between the carbon nanotubes themselves.
Nanomaterial research opened a wide scope of applications where the materials’ engineering
properties can be improved through modifying the nano structures of the materials. A material,
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designed to possess both high elastic modulus and a high damping property, is under development.
The structure of the material possesses metal matrix, which defines the high elastic modulus, mixed
with carbon nano particles, which enhance the damping property of the material.
3.2.1 Creation of the carbon nano composite material
The designed carbon nano composite is created by a PECVD (Physical vapor deposition enhanced
chemical vapor deposition) process. The experiment apparatus and process control are shown in
Figure 13.

Figure 13, a systematic overview of the experiment apparatus and process control

In Figure 13, a vacuum chamber and a set of pumps are used to create the vacuum condition. A
cathode, which is made of conductive material (such as graphite plate, copper, aluminum, etc.), is
used to ignite the plasma and provide matrix material. Different gases were injected into the vacuum
chamber during the process to deliver the carbon source. The biasing voltage is used to control the
bombarding particles’ kinetic energy when reaching the substrate surface. The surface heating or
cooling unit is used to control the process temperature. A power supply unit supplies the energy
needed for the process. The cooling pump keeps the temperature of the magnets under a certain
value to avoid overheating.
The discharge of plasma between the cathode and anode (the chamber) can fall into different
regimes depending on the voltage applied and current formed, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14, a typical graph of different plasma discharge regimes [61, 62]

The voltage-current curve in Figure 14 will change accordingly, depending on the plasma pressure,
gas mixture, cathode configuration, magnetic field strength and so on. The abnormal glow discharge
regime and glow to arc transition regime are of interest because of the high voltage that can be
applied and high plasma density that can be created. In this study, a power source that can provide
pulsed format discharge is used. It is the so called HiPIMS (High-power impulse magnetron
sputtering), which can generate high power density plasma to the order of kW⋅cm−2 at a low duty
cycle [63].
As the strain energy is concentrated in the clamping area, the cantilever tool has been coated with a
layer of carbon nano composite material on the tool shank in the clamping area. The detailed coated
material information is given in Figure 15:
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Figure 15 Cross section SEM micrograph of the carbon-based nanocomposite layer (top) coated on top a silicon sample
(bottom). An adhesion pre-layer of a few micrometers is also seen in the middle.

3.2.2 Design of machining experiments
An internal turning process is used to examine the difference between a conventional cantilever tool
and the carbon nano composite material coated tool.
Since the spindle speed of the cutting process is important for triggering chatter as indicated by
NIGM [47], each cutting process is started at 800rpm, then increased gradually to 960rpm, and finally
reduced to 640rpm. By doing so, the whole spindle speed range of 640rpm-960rpm is covered in
order to test the stability limit. However, the cutting speed will be dependent on the inner diameter
of the workpiece while using constant rotation speed. Furthermore, during the tests of the
machining stability, each cutting sequence is repeated three times using the same depth of cut, since
chattering has a tendency to be affected by the pre-cut surface texture.
The nose radius of the insert is 0.4mm with a feed rate of 0.15mm/rev. For each new test sequence
in the turning tests, a new insert is used to avoid disturbance caused by wear of the cutting edge. The
workpiece is made of a steel cylinder with an outer diameter 126mm, height 170mm, and before the
experiment, a diameter 39mm hole is drilled through the center. The cutting material is ISO 4340
(SS2541), and the machining process is performed on the same workpiece to eliminate material
inhomogeneity that might show up between different workpieces. The tool path length is 85mm in
the feed direction.
During machining, the sound pressure is recorded by a microphone mounted at a remote enough
distance from the machining area so that the influence of the tool travel path can be neglected (i.e.
the distance microphone – machining area is assumed to be constant). The voltage output from the
microphone is recorded to compare the sound signal emitted for different process conditions, since
the transmitted sound from a cutting process is strongly related to the vibration conditions of the
structure. Furthermore, the power spectrum of the measured sound signal is also recorded, since it is
an indication of what vibration modes arise during the operation.
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After the machining process, photos are taken of the surface of the machined part and the surface
roughness is measured on three different positions on the surface to calculate the average Ra values
(Surftest SJ-400 Series 178-Portable Surface Roughness Tester, Mitutoyo).
Paper III in the appendix gives more information about the PECVD manufacturing process and the
machining experiment set up.
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Chapter 4: Results, discussion and conclusions
4.1 Validation of the computation model for joint interface characterization
4.1.1 Validation with a virtual finite element model
With the simulation model shown in Figure 9, and defining the interface material with viscoelastic
material [20] and the rest with structure steel, the simulation results while exciting the structure on
Point 1 are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17. The simulation results while exciting the structure on
Point 3 are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19.

Figure 16, Receptance amplitude on Point 2 and Point 4 while exciting on Point 1

The receptance amplitude figure of Point 2 and Point 4 does not show any clear peak, and the
resonance frequency is hard to define. The receptance amplitude is decreasing while increasing in
frequency due to the higher loss modulus ( ) of the viscoelastic material in the frequency range of
0-4000Hz. A resonance frequency range near 1000Hz is still observable in Figure 16.
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Figure 17 the receptance phase (ϒ) of Point2 and Point 4 while exciting on Point 1

The phase shift of measured receptance on Point 2 and Point 4 clearly crosses 1.5π at around
1000Hz. This indicates the resonance frequency of the mechanical structure.

Figure 18, Receptance amplitude on Point 2 and Point 4 while exciting on Point 3

The receptance amplitude on Point 2 while exciting Point 3 is lower than that while exciting Point 1.
The amplitude deference between Point 4 and Point 2 while exciting Point 3 is relatively smaller than
that of exciting Point 1. The simulated receptance results of exciting the structure on Point 1 and
measuring Point 4 is the same as exciting Point 3 and measuring Point 2. This means that the
measurement results are reciprocal and the structure is linear.
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Figure 19, the receptance phase (ϒ) of Point2 and Point 4 while exciting on Point 3

The phase shift deference between Point 4 and Point 2 while exciting Point 3 is relatively greater
than that of exciting Point 1.
After calculating the joint interface’s stiffness and damping by equations (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15), the
Young’s modulus and loss factor of the interface material can be obtained through equations (3.17)
and (3.18). The comparison of the calculated elastic modulus and loss factor to the material data
provided by 3M is illustrated in Figure 20 and Figure 21:

Figure 20, the comparison of Young’s modulus with manufacture data (3M) [20] the Young’s modulus calculate

The difference between the calculated Young’s modulus with the simulated receptance result and
the Young’s modulus data from the manufacture is very small. A small discrepancy is observable
while the frequency range is higher than 2500Hz. This amount of small discrepancy might be because
of the numerical errors while computing the extreme small receptance amplitude figures.
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Figure 21, the comparison of loss factor from manufacture (3M) [20] and the loss factor calculated

The difference between the calculated loss factor and the loss factor value provided by the
manufacture is observable over the full frequency range from 0Hz to 4000Hz.
4.1.2 Validation with a real experiment
The receptance data measured on the real object shown in Figure 10 is shown in Figure 22:

Figure 22, the receptance amplitude and phase data of P2 and P4 while exciting on P1 or P3

The comparison of the calculated interface material’s Young’s modulus and loss factor with the
corresponding data supplied by the manufacture 3M [20] is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23, the comparison of calculated Young’s modulus of the real experiment with material property data provided by
3M [20]

The discrepancy between the calculated interface material property and material property data
provided by the manufacturer is bigger when utilizing the practically measured receptance data than
when using the virtual simulated receptance data.
While taking the calculated Young’s modulus and lossfactor value back into the simulation model
shown in Figure 9 for the viscoelastic material interface between the upper plate and the lower
plate, and modeling the four clamping screws with a thin elastic layer, the simulated receptance data
and the experimental measured receptance data are summarized and compared in Figure 24 for
receptance amplitude, and Figure 25 for receptance phase.
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Figure 24, comparison of the measured receptance amplitude and simulated receptance amplitude.
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Figure 25, comparison of the measured receptance phase and simulated receptance phase, the red curve is the measured
phase, and the black curve is the simulated curve, upper left refers to P2_P1, upper right refers to P2_P3, lower left refers
to P4_P1, and lower right refers to P4_P3.
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4.1.3 Discussion
The application of the joint interface characterization computation model with only assembled
structure FRFs on a virtual simulation model shows very good coherence between the measured joint
interface properties and the joint interface properties input to the simulation model. The results
became worse while using this computation model to characterize a joint interface in a real
experiment object. The causes of such discrepancies are mainly related to the measurement signal to
noise ratio. Since the accelerance data is measured in the experiment case, the computation model is
very sensitive to noise at low acceleration amplitude frequency ranges. While validation is performed
with a virtual finite element experiment, noise free data is available and the comparison in Figure 20
and Figure 21 shows better accordance between the calculated interface material properties and the
manufacture data.

4.2 Improving machining process stability while adjusting interface
property
4.2.1 Experiment results
The measurement points and excitation point is shown in Figure 26:

Figure 26, set up of the receptance measurement

The measured accelerance and receptance of the point on the insert with different clamping torque
is shown in Figure 27:
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Figure 27, measured accelerance and receptance on the insert with different clamping torque (X direction is the radial
direction of the tool and Y direction is the cutting speed direction)

The model analysis result is summarized in Table 2:
Mode X
clamping
torque (Nm)

frequency
(Hz)

dynamic stiffness at the
mode frequency (N/µm)

damping
ratio %

maximum
amplitude (g)

3
6
9

568
585
585

0,171
0,102
0,089

3,22
1,65
1,42

7,56
13.47
15,35

Mode Y
clamping
torque (Nm)

frequency
(Hz)

dynamic stiffness at the
mode frequency (N/m)

damping
ratio %

maximum
amplitude (g)

3
6
9

570
576
578

0,163
0,139
0,130

2,34
2,16
2,04

8,01
9,58
10,35

Table 2, summary of the model analysis results (X direction is the radial direction of the tool and Y direction is the
cutting speed direction)

The surface finish results are summarized in Figure 28:
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Figure 28, surface finish results with pictures and Ra value

The acceleration measurement results during the machining process in both X and Y directions are
summarized in Figure 29 and Figure 30:
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Figure 29, acceleration measurement during machining in X direction (tool radial direction)

Figure 30, acceleration measurement during machining in Y direction (cutting speed direction)

The power spectrum density of measured acceleration data in X and Y direction during the machining
process is summarized in Figure 31 and Figure 32:
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Figure 31, power spectrum density of measured acceleration data in X direction during the machining process

Figure 32, power spectrum density of measured acceleration data in Y direction during the machining process
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4.2.2 Discussion
Following equation (2.1), the transfer function of the machining system can be written as (4.1):
(4.1)
While the model mass is not changed when changing the clamping interface pressure, the change of
stiffness can be observed at the frequency at which the real part of measured receptance crosses
zero. When the static stiffness k is higher, the frequency at which the real part of receptance crosses
zero is also higher.
The impact testing result in Figure 27 clearly shows that with a loss of static stiffness, the dynamic
stiffness of the mechanical structure is improved. While increasing the clamping torque from 6Nm to
9Nm, the stiffness increase is lower than that of increasing the clamping torque from 3Nm to 6Nm.
The reason could be related to percentage of the contacting areas saturates near 6Nm clamping
torque and the surface finish of the contacting areas. While the surface roughness of the contacting
area in the joint interface is ultra smooth, the change in the normal pressure of the interface might
not change the interface stiffness and damping. However, when the surface roughness of the
contacting area in the joint interface possesses a relatively higher surface roughness, the change in
the normal pressure will induce more observable changes in the joint interface stiffness and damping
property.
During the machining experiments, the chip breakage became an issue while the machining process
was too stable. A certain amount of vibration should be allowed to assist the chip breakage while
avoiding chatter conditions.
Machining process stability is improved by adjusting the clamping interface properties according to
the experiment results in Paper II. From the machining results, a conclusion can be drawn that it is
worth losing some static stiffness of the mechanical structure while improving the structure’s
dynamic stiffness, especially while the structure is under chatter condition.

4.3 Improving machining process stability while applying new materials
The carbon nano composite mixed in metal matrix created by the PECVD method improved the
boring tool’s dynamic property while suppressing chatter according to Paper III.
The recorded sound pressure during the machining processes conducted by the carbon nano
composite material coated tool and a conventional tool is summarized in Figure 33:
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Figure 33 the recorded sound signal versus time for the conventional tool (red color), and the coated tool (green color),
with 0.25mm depth of cut (to the left) and 0.5mm depth of cut (to the right).

The surface profiles of the machined surfaces are summarized in Figure 34 and Figure 34:
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Figure 34 Surface finish of the workpiece after machining using the conventional uncoated tool (top), as well as the coated
tool (bottom). The depth of cut was in all cases 0.25mm and the same cutting sequence was repeated three times for each
tool. The surface roughness value is an averaged value of three different points.
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Figure 35 Surface finish of the workpiece after machining using the conventional, uncoated tool (top), as well as the coated
tool (bottom). The depth of cut was in all cases 0.5mm and the same cutting sequence was repeated three times for each
tool. The surface roughness value is an averaged value of three different points.

Receptance measurement on the tool tip shows that the static stiffness is not lost as compared with
a conventional tool. Due to the fact that the excitation force by the impact hammer is small in
comparison to the dynamic force exerted by the machining process, the non-linear damping property
of the material hasn’t show up in the receptance measurement results. The improvement of
machining process stability was caused by the non-linear damping effect of the carbon nano
composite material in the interface.
4.2 Discussion
While normal pressure dependency of the joint interface’s dynamic properties is neglected, the
ultimate solution to enhance a mechanical structure’s capability of performing a stable machining
process is to utilize novel materials that possess both high Young’s modulus and high damping
properties. A novel material composed of metal matrix and carbon nano composite inclusions is
demonstrated with an internal machining process to show the potential of novel carbon nano
composite materials improving the mechanical structure’s dynamic properties.
The potential capability of such a carbon nano composite is due to be explored while optimizing the
interface properties between the matrix material and the nano inclusions in the material. The matrix
material can also be replaced by other high Young’s modulus materials such as diamond to increase
the Young’s modulus of such novel damping materials.
PECVD process, in this case, shows its advantages over the other methods while forming thick layers
due to the low residual stress on the coated layer, and controllable process parameters.
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4.4 Conclusion
To answer the research questions in section 1.5, conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1. FRFs measured on an assembled structure are sufficient for characterizing joint interface’s
dynamic properties.
2. The joint interface’s properties should be characterized as frequency and normal pressure
dependent values and it is possible to extract the joint interface’s stiffness and damping
properties while noise free measurement data is available.
3. The normal pressure pre-loading on the joint interfaces plays a vital role on machining
process stability. In order to take full advantage of the joint interface’s damping property
when performing a stable machining process; the joint interface normal pressure should be
set at the value that supplies the optimized dynamic stiffness of the joint interface.
4. The novel materials that possess both high Young’s modulus and high damping property are
the ultimate solution if both the static stiffness and damping capacity of a mechanical
structure are due to be improved.
The contribution of this thesis work in solving machining process vibration problems can be
summarized as follows:
1. Improved understanding of what are the necessary FRFs data sets to obtain joint interface’s
dynamic property.
2. Improved understanding of how we should model the joint interface properties to obtain a
better accordance between the simulated FRF and the practically measured FRFs.
3. Improved understanding of the role of joint interfaces pre-loading in machining process
stability. In practical shop floor operations, operators should cautiously adjust the joint
interface normal pressure and try to solve the chatter problem. Researchers that develop the
different vibration damping tools should test the tools under the same normal pressure
conditions to make parallel comparisons. The pre-loading of the joint interface is one of the
factors that should be considered.
4. A novel carbon nano composite material is provided. The novel carbon nano composite
material is demonstrated while improving machining process stability in comparison to a
conventional machining tool. The PECVD process utilized for this research work implies a new
possibility of designing and producing the material especially for enhancing its dynamic
properties.
While designing mechanical structures, finite element analysis method is one powerful tool that
assists the designing process. In order to accurately predict the dynamic behavior of the mechanical
structures, detailed information of the 3D geometries, material properties, and physical boundary
conditions is necessary for constructing the computation matrices. Joints in the mechanical structure
serve not only as components for construction, but also introduce kinematic freedom and physical
boundaries in the mechanical structures. In the content of this thesis, the methodology of how to
obtain the joint interface’s boundary stiffness and damping property is further developed. The
ultimate object of this methodology is to assist the designing process for accurately predicting the
behavior of the mechanical structure. With the accurately predicted behavior of the mechanical
structure, optimization of how to set up the mechanical system is possible, and one case study in a
turning operation has clearly revealed the potential of optimizing the joint interface conditions. From
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a mechanical structure point of view, the final solution for obtaining a robust machining system
against vibration is to combining the optimization of joint interfaces pre-loading effect with materials
that possess both high elastic modulus and high damping property.
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Chapter 5: Future work
The work that has been presented in this licentiate work is a preliminary study of the research
problem. This thesis work will continue and further improvements are planned in future work.

5.1 Improving the computation model’s accuracy
The measurement data in the computation model is based on the receptance data. While defining
the displacement as (in equation 5.1.1):
(5.1.1)

The acceleration can be expressed as:
(5.1.2)

While the amplitude of displacement is the same, the measured accelerance amplitude will be
magnified along with the oscillating frequency. The higher the frequency, the higher the signal to
noise ratio, while the receptance amplitude remains the same.
One approach to enhance the validity and accuracy of the method is to measure the displacement
directly instead of accelerance. Laser vibrometer or displacement measuring techniques can be used
in the future and test the validity of the method.
Another task that is related to this methodology is to apply it to a multi-joint case and test the
validity.

5.2 Improving the robust design for optimization of dynamic stiffness
The experiment results shown in paper II indicate that an optimization of the mechanical structures’
dynamic stiffness is necessary while designing for robust property against vibration problem. One of
the approaches is to have a flexible joint that can keep the clamping pressure at the optimized value.
Problems might occur concerning the joint’s durability and accuracy, while in an operating condition,
when the clamping pressure in the interface is too low.
One design target for mechanical structures and machines is to enhance the controllability of the
designed object. If the optimization of the joints’ normal pressure can be designed in such a way that
the durability of the joints can be predictable, then it is worth making joints with higher dynamic
stiffness, while partially losing static stiffness.

5.3 Improving the carbon nano composite material’s Young’s modulus and
damping
As the main contribution to a material’s damping property is from the interface between the
different phases in various domains, the approach to enhance the damping is to maximize the
internal surface to volume ratio in the created material.
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Through adjusting the process parameters, the grain size of the carbon nano particles can be
changed. The matrix material that controls the Young’s modulus of the material can come from
various sources, and the best option would be to make it with diamond carbon.
Process parameters, such as the discharge power, discharge shape, process pressure, process
temperature, gas composition and so on, will change to optimize the material’s Young’s modulus and
damping property.
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